
Sign and Digital 24-26 April
Visit us on Stand G10 in Halls 17-18 where 
be shall be demonstrating the latest features 
of our Versa-Tech range of laser/knife/router 

cutting and finishing systems.

FESPA Berlin 
15-18 May

We’re looking forward 
to meeting you so come
and see us in Hall 2.2

on Stand D20.

METS  
13-15 November

Returning for a fifth year after
four very successful shows.

METS 2018 is the place to be for
anyone in the marine industry.

The concept of the Orion began over 25 years ago. I was 18 years old and just started my Physics degree. The challenge was to develop a simple flatbed, pen
only marking system for sailmakers to mark out panels directly onto the material. It needed to be so simple that customers could self-install using a basic

manual. We built the machine in our small factory in Harold Wood on a small bench overhanging our workshop below. It was assembled using standard parts,
avoiding expensive servo motors in favour of the higher price to performance ratio of

stepper motors. We kept development costs down by using the existing 
motion control used for precision applications, enabling it to be compatible 

with all pre-existing software solutions.

I remember the first demonstration at a trade show- one potential 
customer told me what a simple machine it was. This stung a little, 

until I realised this was actually a testament of the project’s success - 
the customer had no idea of the motion complexity but had observed

the simplicity of the design.    

The Orion has progressed a lot since then, whilst maintaining it’s entry
level pricing, and now supports many different types of cutting tools, 

proving invaluable for companies across a spectrum of industries
from composites through to marine, and continues to be one of our

best-selling machines.

How It All Began A snapshot in time by Alex White

Trade Shows - Marine

Show Season Begins - add our show dates to your calendar
and come along and meet our Show Team and see the
Blackman and White Digital Cutting Solutions in action.

CuttingEdge
the latest news from BLACKMAN AND WHITE

John, Susan and Alex are looking 
forward to meeting you in 2018. 
If you have any pre-show 
questions, please get in touch.  
John Ichikawa - Technical Manager
Susan Henderson - Marketing Manager
Alex White - Managing Director

Advanced Engineering 2018
Advanced Engineering is an exciting
event for Blackman & White and we
will enjoy introducing our latest 
systems to both existing and new
clients within in the aerospace and

composites industry.

We always look forward to attending the largest exhibition for the marine industry. Over the last 40
years, Blackman & White has become the leading supplier of cutting equipment to the industry 
because we know it well. We have close working relationships with our customers who make boat
hoods, strung sails, composite masts and fixings - we have been with many of them from the 
beginning, and sometimes even been sailing together! The METS exhibition enables us to reach out 
and demonstrate the increased productivity, cost saving and efficiencies that a Blackman and White 
cutting solution can offer. Every year we showcase something newer and more revolutionary, and 
this was reflected by the excellent response we had from the 2017 show. Uniquely Blackman & 
White- with the software solutions to match customers’ application and cutting needs, the Master 
Cut Laser Cutter continues to provide clients with unmatched sail cutting productivity on a customisable table, whilst the Orion remains the most popular 
low cost knife cutting machine in our range- ideal for start-ups and volume producers alike. The team at Blackman & White would like to thank everyone 
for coming to see us at the show and we invite you to have a coffee and a chat on our stand again in November 2018!



CuttingEdge
the latest news from BLACKMAN AND WHITE

Blackman and White Dual Head Genesis speeds production for Hagoort Sails 
Hagoort Sails, the largest commercial sailmaker in the Netherlands recently purchased a new dual head Genesis
automated cutter to replace a machine that had seen better days. The company employs more than 60 people 
and produces 12 to 14 sets of sails every week for sailing vessels ranging from leisure cruising craft to high 
performance racing yachts. 
Martin Bass commented, “We use a range of materials for making sails including the latest high-tech composite
and laminated fabrics. Many of these are woven textiles, and if they’re cut with a knife the edges then have to be
sewn to prevent fraying. Using a laser heat-seals the edges of the material as it cuts. This means it not only cuts
fabrics faster, but it eliminates the need for sewing the material edges, so it dramatically reduces handling time.
The Genesis has a rotary knife and a laser on the same machine, which means we only need one machine to 
perform both functions so saves floor space in our sail loft.”
Please contact our sales team to book a demo to see what our laser cutting solutions can do for you.

Staff News 
A very warm welcome to two new members
of our growing team. Glen Perry (right) is our
new Installation Engineer and will ensure
that everything is perfect when your new BW
Cutting machine is installed. Ed Davis (left)
has joined our team of service engineers to
make sure your Blackman and White cutter
continues to give excellent service. 

What our Customers Say

WWW.BLACKMANANDWHITE.COM

Cutting Resources Draw 2018
Cutting Resources is Blackman and White’s one-stop, on-line store for all spares and consumables
which are compatible with many makes and models of cutting machine. To celebrate the launch of
the new website www.cuttingresources.com we are offering a Special Offer. Spend over £50 online
and you will be entered into a draw to receive a £50 gift voucher for Cutting Resources. If you need
any assistance, please contact Luke Tobyn or Denise White on cuttingresources@bwcutters.com
or call +44 (0)1621 843 404

Manchester Print Services installs Versa Tech ™ laser, knife and router cutter
Manchester Print Services has just installed a new Blackman & White Versa Tech ™ 3.2m wide
conveyorized cutter to help cope with the growing demand for wider format digital printing. 
Although started just seven years ago, the company has carved a niche for itself in the Point of
Sale (POS) and exhibition and display printing markets which require printing on a wide range of
substrates. Director Lee Egan said, “We have a range of printers that can print on materials up 
to 3.2 metres wide, we therefore needed a multi-functional, conveyorised finishing machine that
could cope with different materials in wide formats.” Having the option of knife, laser and router 
in one machine means a smaller footprint and gives us greater flexibility so we can automate 
finishing on all materials whether fabric, acrylics, Foamex or composites such as Dibond and 
ensure we provide our customers with the highest quality end product.”

“Did you know, Blackman & White are the 
only supplier of conveyorised laser, knife 

& router cutting systems?”

CUTTING RESOURCES
SPARES AND CONSUMABLES WITH THE CLICK OF A MOUSE

www.cuttingresources.com


